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As an entrepreneur growing their business, we experience both great days and not 
so great days. Sometimes we have pure bliss and happiness and other days we 
blame someone when things don’t go our way. We can fall into being a ‘victim’ 
without even realizing we’re doing it. 

And while we all do this from time to time, the key to staying out of ‘victim mode’ is 
to be aware we’re headed into the loop, see how quickly we can catch ourselves, 
and take action. 

So in this worksheet, I am going to show you the difference between the ‘Victim 
Loop’ and the ‘Accountability Loop’. Then we will learn how to take actionable 
steps to move from Victim to Accountable.  

Once completed, you will begin to see more clarity in your business and 
everything that falls underneath it.  

The Difference between the ‘Victim Loop’ and the 
‘Accountability Loop’ 

Although I am not sure who came up with this framework, which was introduced to 
me by a friend at an event after I'd gone through a wobbly patch, the diagram 
below is my interpretation of it. 

Review the diagram below then turn to the next page for your next steps.   
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From the image on the previous page, you can see that both loops begin with an 
Intention then Choice and end with a Situation.  

In the Victim Loop, your process begins with Ignoring your Choice. Once we do 
that, it leads into the damaging loop of Denying > Blaming > Rationalizing > 
Resisting > Hiding. 

In the Accountability Loop, your process begins with Recognizing your Choice. 
Once we do that, it leads into the productive loop of Owning > Forgiving > Self-
Examining > Learning > Taking Action. 

So next time you begin to feel any form of negative emotion like ungratefulness, 
frustration, or anger in your business, try to catch yourself from the start. In the next 
section, we will learn how to trust our intentions and find practical steps for 
overcoming these negative thoughts. 

How to Take Action and Become Accountable 

Let’s now learn how to avoid the Victim Loop and enter the Accountability Loop. In 
the next few steps, I want you to complete each box when you begin to experience 
negative thoughts. When we practice this, we will begin to keep ourselves more 
accountable and ultimately grow our businesses, and happiness.  

Let’s begin. 

First, start with writing down the negative thought you are experiencing. What is it 
you feel? What is going through your mind? What is causing the anger/frustration? 
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Now, in the next 3 pages, journal through these emotions. Ask yourself and answer 
why you have these negative thoughts. Why are you not feeling this ‘high-vibe’? 
What is the real truth behind these negative emotions? 
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Finally, what do you need to do to move forward? What are your best next steps to 
achieve your goal(s)? How do you go from where you are now to where you want to 
be? What does that look like for you?  

Once completed, you should get more clarity on your situation and break the 
overwhelm down into practical next steps. I know you can move yourself from 
the Victim Loop to the Accountability Loop. It just takes some time, energy, and 
self discipline, which I know you have!  

You got this!
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Do you need support growing your Health Coaching business?  

I have now trained 1000’s of new Health Coaches to kickstart their confidence, 
clients and cashflow with my signature ‘$5k months for Health Coaches’ system 
and I would love to give you access to the best-of-the-best of my trainings.  

For complimentary trainings and resources to build your own thriving Health 
Coaching business - visit:  

amandajanedaley.com/5kmonths/  

For regular support from me and a like-minded community of driven Health 
Coaches, I invite you to hangout in my free facebook group ‘Healthy Wealthy 
Society, where I offer feedback, support and inspiration on a daily basis:  

facebook.com/groups/healthywealthysociety/  

To work with me directly in building your Health Coaching business, check 
out my products and programs at:  

amandajanedaley.com 

With a background of 18 years in online marketing, Amanda Jane 
Daley has earned recognition by the world’s top advertising awards. 
In just a few years, she’s built a high 7-figure online coaching 
practice of her own.  

Now, she combines her health + business savvy to mentor other 
Health Coaches to achieve the same goals focused on money 
mindset work and current online marketing strategies.
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